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West Scotland Trail

Common Spotted Orchid
Dactylorchiza fuchsii var.
alba are uncommon but
found along the route

Red Grouse Lagopus lagopus scoticus is a sub
speices of willow grouse which is endemic to
Britian. It remains reddish brown all year and
feeds mostly on heather. It is common.

This is a summary of the West Scotland Trail
in Scotland. The trek is a little over 500 km
end to end but as it usually follows valleys it
does not involve a lots of ascent and descent.
However, while more than half the route is
on tracks and small paths much of it is across
barren moorland with no path. These pathless
areas can be slow as the terrain may be taxing.
In general the entire trek takes about a month
to complete.
The optimum time of year to do the trek is in
the spring, preferably the end of April and the
beginning of May. The rains of the late winter
will be over and the dreaded midges would
not have hatched yet. The west of Scotland
is often blessed with good weather during
this period. In the summer the weather is
often not as good and the midges will ruin
any tranquil camp evening. Temperatures in
spring will not always be that warm and some

Northern Marsh Orchid
Dactylorhiza purpurella is
also seen along the route
in early summer

rare sleet could even be encountered on the
higher sections.
The accommodation used is a mixture. At
least half the nights are spent in a tent and
this gives great flexibility. About 5 nights are
spent in a bothy, which is a maintained old
shepherd’s house in a remote location. A few
nights can be spent in a bunkhouse and hostel
and about 5-7 nights can be spent in B&B or
hotels which could also serve as food/map
drops to where you can post your parcels.
You pass very few shops and it is best to
send parcels at the beginning to reach them
every five days or so. Water for drinking and
camping is available in any stream and will not
require treatment as it is clean water.
While this trail does not have an official route
status and no literature, it can be varied to
suit each hiker. However, it does go near the

very popular “West Highland Way” from
Glasgow to Fort William and the “North to
the Cape” trail which goes from Fort William
to Cape Wrath and there are books on these
trails.
While West Scotland used to be covered
in great forests, and these areas are still
marked all over the map, they have vanished.
A damper climate, human extraction in the
16 to 20 centuries and overgrazing of saplings
by deer and sheep mean only remnants of
forest remain. Some of these areas are now a
monoculture of conifer plantations. However
recently these conifer plantations are being
removed and the area fenced off to allow the
native woodlands to regenerate again, but it
will take many decades.
The land is mostly divided into sporting
estates. These estates derive their income

from hunting deer and grouse and also fishing.
As a result they are managed to keep the
populations of these animals at saturated
levels. This is often at the expence of other
fauna, especially predators, which are now
extinct, like wolf, or persecuted, like birds
of prey, and fox and are rarely seen. These
sporting estates often harbour hill farms and
they are let to farmers who will graze sheep
on the hills and cattle in the valleys.
Villages and hamlets are found on the coast
and in the valleys now. Many of the old
original villages were cleared by the 19
century landowners who exported their
tenants to the colonies to make way for the
more lucrative sheep.You can still sometimes
see the stone ruins of these entire villages and
you will see the ruins of simple sheillings or
summer farms in the highland valleys as you
wander through them

Day13. Looking up the unusually tranquil River and Glen Loyne to the rough bounds of eastern
Knoydart with the mountains of Spidean Mailach, 996m, on the centre left and Gleouraich, 1036m,
behind it to the right.

NORTH

Kearvaig
Strathchailleach

KYLE of DURNESS
Srath Dionard
Lone by Arkle
Kylesku
Inchnadamph
Elphin
Rappach Water

Clachan
Achnegie
Kinlochewe
Craig
Bendronaig Lodge
Carnach

SCOTLAND

Claunie Inn
Tomdoun
Feddun Ruin
Spean Bridge
Meanach Bothy
Kingshouse
Glen Etive
Loch Dochard
Dalmally
Beinn Bhalgairean
Glen Fyne Lodge
Lochgoilhead
Benmore

TOWARD

Map of the route from Toward Lighthouse to Cape Wrath Lighthouse and on to Kyle of Durness. The
variable and flexible route traverses the entire Western Highlands from Toward on the bottom of the
Cowal Peninsula to Cape Wrath at the top of this mountain chain.

Day 6. Loch Dochard lies at the long gentle watershed between the desolate Glen Kinglass and Strath
Orchy. To the north of this watershed and Glen Kinglass are the wild and craggy mountains between here
and Glen Etive with the largest mountains of the route so far.

Day 9. The route passes the iconic Buachaille Etive Mor here seen from the Kingshouse Hotel. It has
a distinguished place in the history of Scottish climbing with many classic routes on it not least the
scramble of North Buttress descending from the top and bulging right, the slimmer climb of Crowberry
Ridge descending from the top to the left, and to the left of that again the scramble of Curved Ridge.

Day 1. Toward Lighthouse is at the southern tip
of the Western Highlands and is situated on the
bottom of the Cowal Peninsula which juts out
into the Firth of the Clyde

Day 1. After leaving Toward the route goes up
the west of the peninsila on the quiet road beside
the fjord-like Loch Striven to the tiny hamlet of
Inverchaolain where route heads into hills

Day 1. From Inverchaolain the route heads up the
glen and over the Beallach na Sreine pass (centre
right) to descend to Strath Eachaig and Benmore
Gardens north of Dunoon

Day 3. Ardkinglas House is 100 years old and
is the home of the Noble family also own the
12,000 acre Ardkinglas estate which extends up
Glen Fyne. It lies on the shores of Loch Fyne

Day 3. Kilmorich Church in Caindow adjacent to
Ardkinglas House was built in 1820 and is unusual
in that it has an octagonal plan. This is very similar
to Dalmally church on Day 5.

Day 7. Stob Coir’an Albannaich, 1044m, from the
Lairig Dochard pass which is the lowest high level
pass, at 633 metres between Loch Dochard and
Glen Etive and which the route follows

Day 7. Looking from Alltchaorunn in Glen Etive
south to Stob Ghabhar, 1087m, This mountain
forms part of the long rugged ridge separating
Glen Etive from Glen Kinglass/Strath Orchy

Day 9. The Kingshouse Hotel lies on the west
edge of the vast, flat, boggy Rannoch Moor. In the
backgtound is Buachaille Etive Beag, which guards
the entrance to Glencoe

Day 9. Meanach Bothy is a simple shelter with a
fire place. There is no wood nearby and one must
sleep on the floor. In the background is the west
end of the Grey Corries and Ben Nevis, 1344m.

Day 11. Looking south from Spean Bridge to
Aoneach Mor, 1221m, (centre) Carn Mor Dearg,
1220m, (middle right) and Ben Nevis, 1344m
(right) rising above all of them.

Day 11. The Caledonian Canal cuts across
Scotland from Fort Willian on the west to
Inverness on the east. by linking 3 lochs. Here at
Gairlochy the canal enters Loch Lochy.

Day 11. Walking through the beech woods along
the west side of Loch Lochy for a few km in the
vibrant green of unfolding spring. This section of
the route follows the “Great Glen Way” trail

Day 9. Looking west down Loch Eilde Mor towards the mountains of Glencoe in the very background
with the jagged Aonach Eagach ridge on the left of the photo. The village of Kinlochleven is out of sight in
the valley beyond the end of the loch but before this distant serated ridge

Day 13. Near the Cluanie Inn looking across the Cluanie River to the South Glen Sheil Ridge which
boasts no fewer than 7 mountains which are classed as “Munros”. These are mountains over 3000 feet or
914 metres and there are 283 of them spread out across Scotland, especially in the west.

Day 18. The copse of Alder trees just to the south of the disused shepherd’s house at Achnegie. This
copse offers great camping between Kinlochewe and Dundonnell. It lies in the valley a few km to the
north of Lochan Nid and to the south of An Teallaech, 1062m, which is looming in the rain shower.

Day 19. An Teallach, 1062m, seen from the east on the ridge between Dundonnell and Loch Broom. It
is one of the great mountains of Scotland and is composed of billion year old Torridonian sandstone
sitting on top of the 3 billion year old basement of Lewisian gneiss. The most spectacular section of the
mountain is Corrag Bhuidhe (centre left) with the lofty pinacle of Lord Berkeley’s Seat.

Day12. Highland cattle are well suited to the
Scottish Highlands. They are very hardy and over
winter outdoors. They also eat plants which other
cattle leave so are ideal for poor pastures

Day 15. Red Deer Cervus elaphus are found all
over the Scottish Highlands. In the last decades
their population has doubled to 300,000 damaging
habitats as small trees and saplings cannot grow.

Day 16. Common Sundew Drosera rotundifolia
and other related speices thrive in the wet
boggy conditions of West Scotland where they
supplement the poor soil by feeding on insects

Day 18. Scots Pine Pinus sylvestris used to be
common but and man’s deforestation and climate
change has just left pockets of them which need
protecting from deer and sheep to regenerate

Day 21. Bogbean Menyanthes trifoliata is found in
the shallow boggy fringes of lochs in areas which
remain damp. They grow along the route but are
rarer inland and common near the milder coast

Day 22. The green pastures of Elphin are due to
the underlying limestone which is more nutritious
than the surrounding Lewisian Gneiss which is
also impermeable and creates boggy landscapes

Day 22. Suilven at just 731m is not high, but the
steep sided relic of Torridonian sandstone is one
of the best known of all the Scottish mountains.
Here it is viewed from near Elphin to the east.

Day 25. Loch Stack is sandwiched between the
Sutherland mountains of Ben Stack and Arkle. It
lies beside Achfary estate village on the vast Reay
Estate, owned by the Duke of Westminster

Day 26. Beside Strathchailleach bothy is a peat
bank where you cut some new peats to lay out
and dry for the next visitors, and can then take
some dry peat to burn cut by previous visitors

Day 26. The peat at Strathchailleach bothy is rich
and burns well. It has been formed over millennia
by vegetation, especially spagnum, partially
decomposing in oxygenless wet boggy conditions

Day 26. Strathchailleach bothy was once home to
a shepherd family and was abandoned. It was then
take over by the recluse James MacRory-Smith
who lived there 32 years until a decade ago.

Day 28. Kearvaig bothy is arguably the best bothy
of the 100 or so the Mountain Bothy Association
maintain with 5 clean comfortable rooms and a
stunning location on a dramatic beach

Day 27. Cape Wrath itself is a jagged ridge of rock which juts out into the ocean beneath the cliffs on
which the lighthouse sits. The sea here is often rough and this is compounded by the tide which sweeps
past the rocks changing direction every 6 hours. Here you can see the current moving at about 3 knots
from right to left and into the Atlantic

Day 27. The beach at Kearvaig bothy is outstanding when the tide is out. This view is looking from the
bothy to Cape Wrath in the distance some 4 km away. It is just possible to make out two arches in the
headland of rock which juts into the ocean.

Day 27. The Cape Wrath
lighthouse is the route’s
end. It is often necessary
to walk a day to Kyle of
Durness if it is windy

Day 28. Looking across the Kyle of Durness
to the sandy spit of Faraid Head and Durness
village on the far (east) side .The Kyle of
Durness is shallow and sandy and almost
empties with the tide leaving deep channels.

Day 28. Descending the
dull road across the
Parph to reach the lovely
Daill farmhouse on the
edge of Kyle of Durness

Day 27. The stunning coastal architecture at Kearvaig bay is spectacular with sea stacks as big as
Cathedrals beneath the cliffs. Just round the corner here are the Clo Mor cliffs where the Parph
landscape of the peninsula tumbles 281metres over the highest sheer cliffs on the British mainland.

Scotland: West Scotland Trail
Day

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Start

Toward

Benmore

Lochgoilhead

Glen Fyne
Lodge

Beinn
Bhalgairean
Shiellings

Dalmally

Loch
Dochard

Alltchaorunn in
Glen Etive

Kingshouse

Finish

Benmore

Km

Up Down Time

26 km 480

Lochgoilhead 28 km 510

Glen Fyne
21 km 300
Lodge

Beinn
Bhalgairean 13 km 410
Shiellings

Dalmally

Loch
Dochard

7 km

150

20 km 580

Alltchaorunn in 14 km 460
Glen Etive

Kingshouse 9 km

Meanach
Bothy

160

22 km 520

470

530

280

40

540

380

550

20

410

General

10

Leave Toward lighthouse and walk along road through fields of dairy cattle for
6 km to Port Lamont. Follow tiny road up Loch Striven for further 6 km to
Inverchaolain hamlet. After the church head NE up a grassy glen for 4 km to
climb up to Belach nan Sreine. Descend to forest and follow track north down
Glen Kin for 4 km to reach road B836. Cross it and weave through forest
tracks to reach a C road by Invereck. Now head north up this small road to
the west of the river and through forest until you reach the avenue of trees
at Benmore gardens. Continue up track now for a km to camp south end of
Loch Eck on the west side.

10

From Benmore walk up the forest track on the deserted west side of Loch
Eck for 14 km. The track generally follows the shore under forested slopes
but rises at the end then drops down to the long flood plain beyond the head
of the loch by Glen Branter. Walk south down the main road for 500m then
take forest track east and head up this small glen east of Beinn Lagan. At the
saddle turn east and follow a rough path through tussocks over the Bealach
na Lochan. After a slow 5 km the path then drops steeply down to Lettermay
burn. Follow forestry tracks for 3 km to the lochside road leading north to
Lochgoilhead village.

7.5

Go north through the village for a km until the road crosses to the east. Here
a track leads through mossy woods for 4km along the west bank. Then follow
the quiet B839 through Hells Glen for 6km until you reach the main A815.
Cross it and crash down through decidious woods for a km to Loch Fyne.
Follow a lovely 4km lochside track past Ardkinglas house before a short loop
to reach a footbridge. Cross the bridge to reach Cairndow village and pub.
After the pub 2 km of unpleasant A83 main roads awaits before the sanctuary
of Glen Fyne. Follow the private road up the glen for 4km to reach the hamlet
of Glen Fyne Lodge with riverside campsites just beyond.

5.5

2.5

Leave the hamlet and continue up the road for 3 km to the almost derelict
Inverhorachan. Here the track becomes a good path for another 4 km to a
large stone sheep shank. The pathless route now heads up a slope into the
Upper Glen Fyne on the north side of Beinn Bhuidhe. Climb the slope and
stumble along the open valley floor covered in tussock grass for a long 3 km
to reach the watershed between Glen Fyne and Glen Shira. Climb north into a
boggy high valley for 2 km to old shiellings where there are campsites.
From the shiellings head north west over a shallow pass. Descend north west
through peat hags for 3 km heading down into Strath Orchy until you reach
grazed grass. Now head north to Brackley farm reaching decidious woods and
a bridge over the railway. Continue north down the track from this farm to
reach the main A85 road. The village of Dalmally is a km to the west with its
white church tower a landmark.

8.5

Take the road to Stronmilchan past the white octagonal church and over the
River Orchy. Follow the road through the hamlet for 4km to reach a bridge
over River Strae. Take the track up this long wild glen towards the prominent
round of Beinn Mhic-Mhonaidh past many highland cattle and old shiellings for
9 km. Now head north over a pathless pass to the upper part of the wild Glen
Kinglass which slices between the high Lorn Mountains. From the pass contour
down to the head of Glen Kinglass and reach a path leading to the shallow
watershed with the River Orchy drainage. Small Loch Dochard lies in this open
valley watershed to the south of tremendous craggy mountains.

7

Head across moorland to the great curved valley to the east of the steep and
craggy Meall nan Eun. Climb up the U shaped valley for a gentle 5 km across
pathless tussock to reach the pass at about 650m altitude. Here a great view
unfolds over Glen Etive and the large mountains beyond. Contour round the
west shoulder of Meall Odhar and traverse down into the valley leading due
north reaching it at it's watershed. Follow the valley down contouring on the
west side until above the stream so avoiding ravines and affording great views
south to Stob Ghabhar. Faint paths form to lead you down to Alltchaorunn
where there is a bridge if need be and plenty of campsite in Glen Etive.

2

7.5

From Alltchaorunn cross the old iron bridge over the River Etive and then
walk up the small C road up the Glen for 7 km. The crystal clear river tumbles
over many waterfalls in deep pools. Each side huge mountains rise steeply
with Creise to the south and the iconic Buchaille Etive Mor to the north.
As you reach the top end of the glen it opens out onto Rannoch Moor and
reaches the main A82 road. Cross it and continue east on a road for 2 km to
Kingshouse Hotel where one can also camp
Follow the well beaten West Highland Way track for 5 km to Altnefeadh
and climb a bit to gain some height. Then leave the track and head NE for
5 km through a gentle valley across pathless tussock and heather to reach
Blackwater Dam which is easy to cross despite the signs. After the dam head
NW then N around Meall na Cruaidhe over a pathless valley again for another
6 km to reach the east end of Loch Eilde Mor. Now walk up the track for 6
km round the east end of the Mamores and drop down slightly to Abhainn
Rath river which must be waded in all but dry times. Meanach Bothy is on
the other side.

Scotland: West Scotland Trail
Day

10

Start

Meanach
Bothy

Finish

Km

Spean Bridge 21 km

11 Spean Bridge Fedden Ruin 20 km

12 Fedden Ruin

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Tomdoun
Hotel

Cluanie Inn

Carnach

Bendronaig
Lodge

Craig

Kinlochewe

Achnegie

Tomdoun
Hotel

20 km

Cluanie Inn 17 km

Carnach

Bendronaig
Lodge

Craig

24 km

20 km

16 km

Kinlochewe 17 km

Achnegie

Clachan

18 km

19 km

Up Down Time

400

530

210

410

490

590

530

480

740

730

660

200

450

320

590

440

680

500

660

880

General

5.5

Head north from Meanach climbing east of the stream for a good hour to
the small pass with unfolding mountain views of the Grey Corries and the
Mamores. From the pass descend for a good hour to the Lairig Leacach
where there is a small bothy. Head up this deep valley round the eastern
end of the Grey Corries for 2km to it’s pass and begin the long descent
to the Spean valley. The track descends the mountain valley floor until it
reaches forestry and fields at Corriechoile lodge. Now follow the small C
road for 4 km along the south of the Spean River to reach Spean Bridge.

8.5

Head north for 400m and turn west into an oak grove. Follow a path for
2km to the disused railway track then along the track for 3km to the
B8004 road and Gairlochy. Cross the Caledonian Canal and climb the road
north. After a km descend to the lochside path for 3km to Bunarkaig. Turn
west to Achnacarry house. A km after it cross the wooden bridge over
Loch Arkaig outlet. Head east for 300m to a bridge and then climb a steep
forest path to a track. Follow the track north up Gleann Cia-aig to emerge
from the forest. Continue up the NE fork to the ruined cottage at Fedden.

6.5

Head north across the glen to a faint path. Follow it for 3km veering NE
towards forestry. 400m south of the river this path enters the plantation
for a difficult 4km until you reach the stream from Ben Tee. Head north
and the path turns to a forest track for 2km to the main forest track. Turn
west and pass through mixed forest for 4km to Greenfield hamlet lost in
the forest. Now head north down the track for 2km to cross the bridge
over Loch Garry and reach the small C road. Head west down the road for
5km through the hamlet of Inchlaggan to reach the quaint Tomdoun Hotel.

6

From Tomdoun take the old road up through the forest and over to Loch
Loyne. Then head west along the lochside for a good 2 hours across easy
terrain in the dry but difficult if wet. At the west end head up the slow
River Loyne until you can cross-easily in the dry and wading in the wet.
Further up the valley are the rough bounds of Knoydart. Now climb the
grassy hill for a km to regain the old road. Follow the road up to the pass
at the east end of the lofty South Kintail Ridge and then start the long
descent to Clunie Inn in mountainious country.

9.5

From Cluanie head east on the road for 2km and then head up An Caorann
Mor valley on a diminishing path for 9km to upper Glen Affric crossing the
boggy valley floor to reach it. Head west up Glen Affric for 4km to the
watershed north of Ben Fada. Descend into the pathless Gleann Gaorsaic
valley which runs north past lochs and mountains for 5km until the stream
veers west over the falls of Glomach. Continue north over a watershed
and locate a path. It descends steeply 200m to the east of the small stream
for 300m altitude to reach Carnach farm hidden in the deep Glen Elchaig.

7

Head NE up Glen Elchaig for 3 km the hill farm at Iron Lodge. Head north
up a track west of Aonach Buidhe to a watershed. Then descend the
diminishing path in the widening valley to reach the bothy a Maol-bhiudhe.
After the bothy cross the stream emerging from Loch Cruoshie and head
over the east shoulder of Ben Dronaig on boggy and pathless ground. As
you descend to Loch Calavie pick up the path which leads to a track. Turn
west and follow the track for 5 km along the north shore of Loch Calavie,
over a watershed and down to the private bothy at Bendronaig lodge.

7

Head north from Bendronaig on the track up over a rise to Loch an Laogh.
Half way up the loch leave the track and bash across 2km of moorland
to Bearneas bothy. From here climb north for 400m altitude up the path
beside the stream for a good hour to the watershed. A great view unfolds
over the mountains of Ben Damph and down to Glen Carron. Descend
steeply north for a good hour and half into the glen entering forest before
the river. Turn east and follow the track for 3 km before wading the River
Carron and crossing the railway line to reach Craig hamlet.

7

Leave Craig and head west on the road for a km to the old drovers road
over the Coulin Pass. Zig-zag up through forest to the track. Follow the
track north out of the forest over the pass and down to Loch Coulin. Fork
north to a cottage and then head into foresty to climb over the shoulder
of Carn Loisgte with fabulous views over the giants of Torridon. Now head
down a path across moor to fenced regenerating native woodland. Follow
the track and descend to a large old sheep fank where the path fades. Now
force a route east of the river for nearly 2km to reach Kinlochewe.

10

From Kinlochewe head SE for a km to a bridge over the river and then
a path up the east side of the valley for 3km to Loch Maree. After ½km
the path forks NE up the valley often above the river for a good hour to
Loch Fada. Cross the outlet and east end and climb the shallow Bealach
na Croise pass to the NE. Keep high on the west as you descend to a
watershed. Follow the valley beyond down for 4km veering due north to
reach Lochan Nid. Continue down the valley for 5km to An Teallach and
the lonely farm of Achniegie. Just south of it is an alder copse to camp in.

7.5

Head north up the track as it traverses up the hillside on the SE ridge
descending from An Teallach. Follow the track as it veers NE and starts the
long descent to Corrie Hallie on the A832 road. Follow the road north for
1km and go east to Dundonell House. After 100m cross the river and bear
east and up a field for 200m to reach a woody path climbing diagonally for
a good ½ hour to cross a stream. Now undulate east across moorland for
5km before beginning a steep descent to Inverbroom Lodge in Strathmore.
Head north for a km to Clachan hamlet at the head of Loch Broom.
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Day

Start

Finish

Km

Up Down Time

20

Clachan

Rappach
Water

24 km

770

560

10

21

Rappach
Water

Elphin

18 km

380

420

8

22

Elphin

Inchnadamph 13 km

160

260

6

23 Inchnadamph

Kylesku

14 km

320

420

4

Lone by Arkle 19 km

580

560

6

24

Kylesku

25

Lone by
Arkle

Srath
Dionard

18 km

580

500

6.5

26

Srath
Dionard

Strathchailleach

21 km

570

530

8

27

Strathchailleach

Kearvaig via
15 km
Cape Wrath

550

630

7

28

Kearvaig via
Cape Wrath

280

280

3

Kyle of
Durness

14 km

508 12870 12760 193.5

General
Cross the bridge over the River Broom and head north on the A835
for a good km. Here take a forestry track up Glen Sguaib on the south
then north of the River Lael for 2km. Then start to climb tracks north to
pick up the moor track heading NE above a ravine to a watershed with a
prominent cairn. Pass the cairn and descend into grassy Glen Douchary.
Follow it’s pathless banks and then veer east at the rivers confluence above
pretty Glen Achall to avoid deep ravines. Climb north to Clar Lochan and
the watershed and then descend a poor path for 5km beside the stream
to reach the open valley and the confluence with Rappoch Water to camp.
Head NW up a line of lochans in Srath nan Lon for 5 km to reach a ruin
at the east end of Loch a Chroisg. Follow the north shore of the loch for
2 km to the boatshed at the west end. Here start north climbing up the
boggy hillside to reach a line of Lochans to the west of the Cromalt Hills.
Pass Loch Uisge Thomais then climb a watershed and descend to Loch
a Phrie and Loch Odhar soon after. This 6 km is taxing due to the bogs
and peat hags. From Loch Odhar follow the east side of the stream down
for 3 km until it vanishes into a cave. Below this a green path leads over
limestone to a track which goes the 2 km to Elphin.
Head along the man road through the green hamlet of Elphin and beyond
for 3 km to cross the bridge over the river to Cam Loch. Take the track
here go round the loch's east end then head cross country across moor
and grass to Loch Awe. Go round the loch's west side and then follow the
west side of the river down. A good km after Stronchrubie wade the river
at a broad ford. Cross the road and follow fields north to Inchnabamph
where there is a ramshackle hotel, hostel and wild camping.
The low route follows the lochside road to for 2km to Ardvreck Castle.
Here a track goes up the green hillside to Achmore farm for a km, then
a path continues north. Take this path, called the marble road, over the
shoulder of Glas Bheinn and drop down to Loch na Gainmhich.To the west
is the Torridonian bastion of Quinag with it’s cap of quartz on the south
ridge, a well known geological unconformity. After the loch walk down the
A894 for 5km to Kylesku.To the east across Loch Glencoul are the famous
Glencoul and Moine thrust faults.There is also a high route which is longer
and views the Eas a Chual Aluinn waterfall from Inchnadamph to Kylesku
Cross the Kylesku Bridge and walk up the A894 for a km to a right turn
to Kylestrome. Take it and follow the road to the loch and east along the
shore for 3km until it climbs to the west of the river above Loch Glendhu
and waterfalls to reach a higher loch. Contintue to climb north up to the
Bealach nam Fiann pass. Now descent under crags and through woods to
Loch More and the small road. Head north for a good km to the quaint
Reay Estate village of Achfary. A km beyond take a track over the river and
round the east of Lock Stack to the locked Lone bothy. Just beyond is a
portal between vast boulders and some woods to camp in under Arkle
Leave the woods and head NE up the Argo track beside the Allt Horn
stream on the south side of Arkle. After a good 4 km reach the saddle
seperating the 3 steep mountains of Arkle, Fionaven and Meall Horn at
520m altitude. Now descend the track east down to lochs under Meal
Horn’s steep north. Follow the stream emerging from these lochs across
rough ground for 3km to Loch Dionard and go down it’s rough west side.
Impressive views to the NE side of Fionaven. From the loch’s outlet a track
leads down the west side of the River Dionard under the spectacular
Fionaven for 12 km to Gaulin House to camp just before it.
Continue the walk down Srath Dionard and up to Gaulin House. Cross the
A838 and walk NW over a shallow sometimes soggy watershed. Descend
the north side past small Feur Loch and on down into the upper reaches
of the wild and open Strath Shinarty. Descend the north side of the stream
for a good 5 km until you reach the bothy at Strathan. From here head
down the valley for another km until Sandwood Loch and Bay appears and
then start to climb due north up the hillside. Cross over a shallow saddle
and then descend to the stream in Strath Chailleach. The characterful
bothy lies here beside a copious supply of naturally dried peat.
Leave the bothy and head north downstream passing the peat bank and
climb to Loch a Ghaodha Ruaidh and pass it’s east side. Continue north
to the saddle and descend to Keisgaig river. Keep at least a km from the
Atlantic to avoid a ravine. Continue north to the next saddle and descend
to the next river again keeping a km inland until you meet the road. Follow
the road north for 2 km to reach the lighthouse and the final point just
beyond where the cliffs descend. After a well deserved stop at the café
head SE across the top of the cliffs for 5km descending steeply to the sands
and coastal architecture of Keavaig bay where there is a superb bothy.
Leave Keavaig beach and bothy and head SE up the valley for a good km on
the rough track to reach the simple road. Once on the road follow it east
for a somewhat dull walk across the featureless Parph for 8km.Then reach
the delighful old farm at Daill on the sands at the edge of the Kyle. Now
follow the simple road south for 2 km to the road’s end. Here if the wind
is less than force 7 the small boat will ferry you over the km wide Kyle to
the finish and civilization at Durness. If the boat is not running you will have
to walk another 6 km to the end of the Kyle and the road.Walk these 6 km
over the sands if the tide is out.

